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Ours seems to be an age of 
new art forms. new cauiva- 
lcnts and new miracles: recent 
vears have seen. among other 
thinas. the birth of the 'non- 
fiction novel', the emergence 
of the 'moral equivalent of 
war' and the creation of 'the 
exposure meter that con- 
quered Mr. Everest'. With the 
publication of Annie on Cam- 
era. however, we have some- 
thing even more remarkahle- 
rhe intellectual equivalent of 
E.T Ruhhle Gum. 

This volume purports to 
take itself seriously. It has a 
lengthy essay by Anne H. Hoy, 
who earned an M.A. in art 
history at New York University 
and it contains beautifully re- 
produced work by nine pho- 
tographers (Neal S h i n .  Jane 
O'Neal. Stephen Shore. Garry 
Winogrand, Mitch Epstein. 
b'illiam Eggleston. Joel Meyer- 
owitr. Robert Walker and Eric 
Staller) who photographed on 
and around the sets a i d  loca- 
tions of Annie durine the mak- 
ing of the film. ~ i ' a r c  told. 
in an introductory statcment, 
that the book "springs from a 
brief and brilliant marriage 
between two art forms. . . the 
Hollywood musical and van- 
guard and at 
cacry turn we are confronted 
with more breathless prose. 
hut the hook leaves one with 
the unfortunate sensation of 
having just read an American 
Photoxrapher gossip column 
that somehow ran amok. 

Consider the following 
items. Established and lesser- 
known photographers were 
chosen for the book to "make 
a yeasty blend of interacting 
generation;': the large num- 
ber of images ofJohn Huston 
is explained by the fact that 
Husron "has a face as expres- 
sive as a van Gogh shoe"; and 
the author's pronouncements 
about style and technique in 
photography are backed by 

references to "such widely rec- 
ognized art photographs as 
Ansel Adamis [sic] transcen- 
dental Yosemite and Edward 
Weston's Platonic peppers" or 
statements like "Marie Cosin- 
da i s  [sic] Polaroid portraits 
demonsrnred rhar with enough 
vision, care, and filtering, the 
amateur's tools could even be 
made to produce Old Master 
photographs." Ouch. 

It gets worsc. A photograph 
of Albert Finney by Jane 
O'Neal is descrihed thus: 
"O'Neal took the evocative 
photograph of [Finney] on 
Pace 61 iust after this rehearsal. e ,  

in what appears to he an im- 
plosive moment of thespian 
concentration, preparatory to 
his playing a scene of awaken- 
ing susceprihility ro the hlush- 
ing Grace. In fact. Finnev was 
simply catching his breath But 
such is the force of her images 
that one wants to weave a 
mlr." Mitch Epstein's photo- 
graphs generate the following 
by way of critical observation: 
"Light is also a suhject of 
Epsrcin's pictures: the hlitzkricg 
lighting of night filmmaking 
and the huge hulking human- 
oid arc lamps that steam it 
into the sky, the ceiling, or the 
u ~ c d s .  . . .These lights, coiled 
with cables like Star Wars 
hociions [sic], dwarf Ray Stark 
and John Huston on their hro- 
cade sofa on page 1107, while 
the nvo old friends.. .continue 
their quiet discussion indiffer 
ent to the visual chaos." And 
joel Meyerowitz's working 
methods are explained thus: 
"The agile hand camera lets 
one track a subject and re- 
cords that picaresque pursuit 
in collisions of forms and ges- 
tures caught on the wing.. . . 
The Rx I0 in. camera, however. 
is literally rooted: Meyerowitz'r 
Deardorff weighs forty-fivc 
pounds and requires a tripod. 
The image that appears on its 
lens, in the dark under the 
black cloth, is upside-down 
and backwards. divided by a 
grid of hairlines." Well, most 
of us used to think rhat an 
image appeared on a view 
camera's ground~loss . . . oh .  
well. The last sentence in the 
hook gives us a lirtle reassur- 

ance: "Or so i r  goes in the 
movies." 

The photographs them- 
selves are pretty much what 
one would cxpcct. A Neal 
Slavin group portrait makes 
its appearance, along with sev- 
eral studies of sers and cast 
members hy Stephen Shore; 
there arc tricks with lights. 
star filters and long exposures 
by Eric Stnller as well asslight- 
Iy mclancholy room interiors 
by William Eggleston and so 
forth. Garry \Vinogrand is the 
real star of this group, provid- 
ing thirteen photographs rhat 
are by far the finest and most 
original in the hook. One shot 
in particular, of John Huston 
cutting up in front of cast and 
crew memhers, says as much 
ahout the director and ahotir 
filmmaking as any image or 
chapter in the hook. Even the 
quality of \!inngrand's work. 
howcvcr, cannot get the criti- 
cal tcxt off the ground ("Un- 
interested in what was said. 
what happened next in the 
vignettes he captures. Wino- 
grand refuses the photojour- 
nalist's old role as storyteller, 
though his flash and Leica and 
his speed and ubiquity are 
crucial to that athletic profes- 
sion.") - one could go on and 
on. Spend your money if you 
have to - but don't say you 
weren't warned. 

Don Snviler 
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notions about still life. about 
photography and particularly 
about lrving Penn himself. If 
one believes that still life as a 
genre is best served by paint- 
ing, these fortpodd repro- 
ductions of Penn's platinum- 
palladium prints may seem 
stiff, limited and imitative at 
best, no  matter how clever. If 
onc feels that photography can 
or should explore its relation- 
as art- to works in other forms 
or media, this series may come 
across as original, disturbing 
or inspiring. And either reac- 
tion will in turn be  affected by 
whether one thinksof Penn as 
a commercial photographer 
doing 'arc in his spare time or 
as an artist doing 'commercial 
work' to earn a living. 

If a viewer has the former 
concept of Penn, it would be 
easy to see his various pub- 
lishing and exhibition pro- 
jects over thc last two decades 
as a necessary release from the 
stress or confinement of com- 
mercial life. Looked at in this 
way, Penn's precariously bal- 
anced studies of metal pieces, 
restricted in format to the un- 
conventional proportion of a 
banquet camera negative and 
photographed with consistent- 
ly tight framing, become ex- 
pressions of latent frustration 
or cven of a cleverly disguised 
rage. Similarly, the still lifes of 
bones, skulls, withcred fruit 
and a smashed plate can be 
seen as slightly bitter musings 
about mortality and the decay 
of the flesh as Penn approaches 
his mid-sixties. The  logical 
result of this kind of looking 
would be to place these still 
lifes in a relation to Penn's 
commercial photographs (es- 
oeciallv the 'Cliniaue' adver- 
tisements) similar to the posi- 
tion Nothing Personal and 

Irving Penn: Awdon Portraiti might occupy 

Recent Still Life relative to Avedon's fashion 

Marlborough Gallery lnc., photography for Vogue. 
If, however, one thinks of 

Neu' Ncu' '982; Penn primarily as an artist (he 28 pp.: black and white 
photographs; softcover graduated from the Philadel- 

phia Museum School of Indus- 
Any response to the work ;rial Art; his early work in- 

in the Marlborough Gallery's cluded drawing, design and 
catalogue lrving Penn: Recent painting) who is incidentally a 
Still Life will in some measure commercial photographer. Irv- 
be conditioned by the viewer's  in^ Penn: Recent Still Life can be 
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appreciated in quite a different 
way. Penn's inventiveness with 
crude objects, an essentially 
flat picture plane, featureless 
backgrounds and little varia- 
tion in lighting, coupled with 
the successful use of an awk- 
ward rectangular proportion 
(roughly 11E by 19M inches) 
and a technically demanding 
material (platinum printing is 
no  less difficult now than it 
was in the last century) can 
make the collective work a 
virtuoso piece-one that few 
photographers would attempt 
and almost none could bring 
off with any real success. (For 
exampleJohn Gruen's book. 
Objem, while apparently simi- 
lar to Recent Still Life, utilizes 
many more varieties of subject 
matter, and is far less intel- 
lectually rigorous.) 

Probably the best interpre- 
tation of this work combines 
awareness of its thematic im- 
plications with respect for its 
visual skill and boldness. The 
finest images in the catalogue. 
such as "Steel Pieces with 
Dust". "Blast". "Bird Bones 
(Sweden)". "Three Srccl 
Blocks" and "Eighteen Pieces 
with Medicine Bottle" are taut 
and arresting, compelling long 
viewine and considerable re- 
flection and thought. How 
many exhibition catalogues 
from the current year show 
work of equal assurance and 
provocativeness? 

Don Snyder 
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